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WILDERNESS SURVIVAL COURSES

There are many reasons for wanting to learn wilderness survival skills. Reasons vary from the desire to develop a real connection to the natural world to wanting to be prepared for a natural or man-made disaster.

The demand for genuine wilderness survival skills has recently skyrocketed. These RedHawk Survival courses will provide the basics of wilderness survival. Once you have mastered these basics, you may wish to further your skills and knowledge by taking our advanced wilderness and urban survival skills training.

Our training is perfect for those who want to connect with the natural world and learn to live with nature on her terms. The training is also perfect for those concerned about potential disasters - people who want to ensure that they are prepared to equip themselves with the know-how to take care of themselves and their loved ones if wilderness evacuation becomes necessary.

OUTCOMES

These courses provide opportunities for participants to:

1. Gain awareness of critical tools to support wilderness survival.
2. Explore the process of identifying and gathering food and water sources for wilderness survival.
3. Recognize the advantages of RedHawk survival kits to enhance wilderness survival.
4. Practice survival techniques for provision of food, water, shelter, orientation, and protection in the wilderness setting.
5. Appreciate the benefits of foresight, knowledge, planning, training, cooperation, resilience, and communication in wilderness survival.
6. Apply the RedHawk Survival Institute 9 Steps for Survival as a blueprint for wilderness survival.
CONTENT and ACTIVITIES

The following topics are covered in our Wilderness Survival courses:

BASIC WILDERNESS COURSE (1 day)

- RedHawk Survival Institute 9 Steps for Survival
- Basic Wilderness Supplies
- Basic Firecraft & Safety
- Basic Shelters
- Water Supply Tips
- Introduction to Wild Edible Plants
- Introduction to Tracking
- Animal Awareness
- Bear Prevention

ADVANCED WILDERNESS COURSE (weekend, week long)

- RedHawk Survival Institute 9 Steps for Survival
- Basic Wilderness Supplies
- Advanced Firecraft & Safety
- Building Natural Shelters
- Finding Natural Sources of Water
- Finding Wild Foods
- Intermediate Study of Wild Edible Plants
- Catching Fish and Seafood
- Snares and Finding Game
- Intermediate Study of Tracking
- Animal Awareness
- Bear Prevention
- Wilderness First Aid
- Signaling Rescue

MAPS, COMPASS AND GPS COURSE

- RedHawk Survival Institute 9 Steps for Survival
- Reading Maps
- Compass Use and Care
- GPS Reading, Waypoints, and Care
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